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In the process of resolving domain names to IP addresses, there exist complex dependence relationships between domains and
name servers. �is paper studies the impact of the resolution dependence on the DNS through constructing a domain name
resolution network based on large-scale actual data. �e core nodes of the resolution network are mined from di�erent per-
spectives by means of four methods. �en, both core attacks and random attacks on the network are simulated for further
vulnerability analysis.�e experimental results show that when the top 1% of the core nodes in the network are attacked, 46.19% of
the domain names become unresolved, and the load of the residual network increases by nearly 195%, while only 0.01% of domain
names fail to be resolved and the load increases with 18% in the same attack scale of the random mode. For these key nodes, we
need to take e�ective security measures to prevent them from being attacked. �e simulation experiment also proves that the
resolution network is a scale-free network, which exhibits robustness against random failure and vulnerability against intentional
attacks. �ese �ndings provide new references for the con�guration of the DNS.

1. Introduction

Domain name system (DNS) is one of the most important
infrastructures on the Internet.When people receive services
of the Internet, they usually connect to the remote host by
entering a hostname instead of the IP address that is hard to
be remembered by users. �is design simpli�es users op-
eration but requires a powerful and distributed DNS to
provide the service of mapping domain names to IP ad-
dresses.�emapping is transparent to the user, and the DNS
provides the ability to automatically convert. �erefore, the
security and reliability of the DNS are vital to the Internet. If
the DNS has problems, the Internet applications based on it
may be impossible to provide normal services for users,
which may lead to signi�cant economic losses.

As one of the largest distributed systems of the world, the
DNS is unmatched in its e�ciency and popularity. In order
to handle the scale problem, the DNS deploys a large number
of name servers organized in a hierarchical structure and
distributed throughout the world, as shown in Figure 1. In
this hierarchy, there are three types of name servers: root

servers, top-level servers, and authoritative name servers.
Root servers and top-level servers are managed by pro-
fessional Internet organizations and academic institutions,
so they are more stable and safer than the authoritative name
servers that store the name mapping information of their
own domain. �e management style of the authoritative
name servers, relying on the organizations themselves or
entrusted to the Internet service providers, is relatively loose,
which is a weak link in the DNS. �ere have been some
attacks on the root or top-level domain servers, whose se-
curity is also the object of concerns of many researchers
[1–3]. However, we may ignore the security of many au-
thoritative servers below the top level. Whether some im-
portant authoritative servers will be attacked and a large
number of domain names’ resolution failures will occur is a
question we want to verify from a macroperspective.

�e DNS manages domains and regions through au-
thorization and basic rules. �e authoritative name servers
are generally placed in their ownmanagement domain. Most
of the administrators deploy more authoritative name
servers to increase performance and reliability of name
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resolution. According to the DNS protocol specification
[4, 5], servers can be distributed in different domain regions
in order to improve the reliability of resolution; however,
there is no mechanism to limit the dependencies between
domains, which may result in complex name dependence. In
this article, we mainly discuss the safety of the authoritative
name servers (hereafter referred to as name servers).

We explored the resolving process of 1 million domain
names, and the results indicate that 86.14% of the names
have interdomain dependence, that is, the resolution of a
domain name involves servers located in different domains.
-en, in order to study the actual impact of the resolution
dependence on the DNS, this paper focuses on the following
three aspects:

Firstly, the resolving graph for each domain name is
constructed. -us, for each domain name, especially the one
with complex interdomain dependence, its complex re-
lationship resolution dependence is expressed through the
graph.

Secondly, the resolving graphs of each domain name are
combined to form a global domain name resolution net-
work, which is a complex network of relationships between
domain names and name servers. -e overall characteristics
of the network are also analyzed, reflecting that it is an
extremely heterogeneous network, which exhibits robust-
ness against random failures and vulnerabilities against
intentional attacks. In addition, the characteristics analysis
method of complex network is utilized to mine the key nodes
in the network and a metrics of node load is also derived to
quantify the node importance in the network.

-irdly, the impact of critical nodes on the DNS is
studied by simulating attacks on the domain name resolu-
tion network. Two strategies of the random and core attacks
are simulated by node removal method to study how the
name dependence impact the DNS, and then the working
situation of the whole network is quantified after some name
servers have failed. -e experimental results show that
random attacks on name servers have little impact on DNS
as a whole, while attacks on a small number of core nodes in
the resolution network have a great impact on DNS.

-e paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the concept of domain name resolution dependence, data
detection, and the resolving graph of domain names. In
Section 3, A global resolution network is constructed and its
core nodes mining is introduced. In Section 4, an analysis

method is proposed to evaluate the impact of resolution
dependence on the DNS. Section 5 gives an overview of the
related work in this area. Section 6 concludes our analysis.

2. Domain Name Resolution Dependence

In this section, the definition of domain name resolution
dependence, the collection of actual resolution data, the
construction of resolving graph for each domain name are
introduced.

2.1.DefinitionofDomainNameResolutionDependence. Definition
1. A domain name u depends on a domain name v, if and
only if the resolution results of domain name v impact on the
results of domain name infrastructures.

-e existence of domain name resolution dependence is
mainly due to the following three reasons:

(1) Dependent on parent domain: since the resolving
process is top-down, a domain name always relies on
its parent domain. If without considering the cache,
the authoritative data of a domain are always
returned by its parent domain. A parent domain may
contain more than one subdomain.

(2) Dependent on name servers: the mapping in-
formation from hostnames to IP addresses is stored
in their name servers. If a resolver wants to resolve a
name, DNS queries must be initiated to their name
servers.

(3) Dependent on aliases: if a domain name has an alias,
the alias must be resolved. -erefore, the resolution
of a domain name is also dependent on its alias.

Due to the reasons above, domain dependence is par-
titioned into the following three types:

(1) Intradomain dependence: if v, an authoritative
name server’s DNS name of domain u, is admin-
istered by domain u itself, then the dependence
relationship between u and v is the intradomain
dependence, such as the relationship between do-
main baidu.com and its name server dns.baidu.com.
When the DNS resolver receives this type of re-
source record, it will use the IP of the name server in
the additional part of the resource record to re-
spond for the next query.

(2) Interdomain dependence: if v, an authoritative name
server’s DNS name of domain u, is not administered
by domain u, then the dependence relationship
between u and v is interdomain dependence, such as
the relationship between the domain edu.cn and its
name server cuhk.edu.hk. When the DNS resolver
receives this type of resource record, it will requery
the address of the name server and then use the
address to make the next query. Even though the
additional part of the response packet has an address
for the name server, the DNS resolver will ignore it
and still requery the address of the name server.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of DNS.
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(3) Alias dependence: if a domain name v is the alias of a
domain name u, then u is dependent on v, such as the
relationship between http://www.baidu.com and
www.a.shifen.com. According to the RFC standard
[4], the DNS resolver will restart the query for the
address of it once the alias record is received.

Because of the existence of interdomain dependence,
some name servers may serve for multiple domain names,
which can form very complicated dependence relationships
among many domain names.-is is verified by detecting the
resolution data of a large collection of domain names.

2.2. Dataset. -e data for this paper are derived from the
ranking data of Top 1 million sites from http://www.
alexa.com [6], a famous network navigation service
provider. -ese sites are the most popular sites, and they
are typical representatives. For each of these domain
names, its recursive DNS request messages are con-
structed and then sent to the DNS servers. From the
returned response messages, we recorded the name and
address of name servers. If the relationship between a
domain name and its name server belongs to the type of
interdomain dependence, the recursive detection of its
name server will be conducted.

We use an example of a domain name www.edu.cn to
explain the method of detecting domain name resolution
dependence. Resolving this domain name will be iterated
from the root, top-level and edu.cn domains [4]. When the
domain edu.cn is queried, the top-level server returns five
authoritative servers, as shown in Figure 2. If it is a server in
its own domain, such as dns.edu.cn, there are additional
records in the DNS response package giving the name
server’s IP address, then the DNS resolver will issue a DNS
query to this address; if the authoritative server is not in its
own domain, such as ns2.cuhk.hk, there is no IP address of
an extraterritorial server. In this case, the server’s address
needs to be queried iteratively from the root, top-level, and
cuhk.hk domains. -is leads to complex dependencies.

-is paper assumes that the root servers and TLD servers
were in a normal state, so the resolution dependence is only
related to the name servers below the TLD.

In the detection process, this rule is followed: stop de-
tection when the name servers are self-dependent. For ex-
ample, if the server of A.net is ns1.A.net, which does not rely
on other domains, the detection process will stop.

2.3. Data Statistics for Domain Name Resolution Dependence
Measurement. After the resolution dependence detection
of 1 million domain names, we find that about 86.14% of
the names have interdomain dependence. -en, we
further acquire statistics on these data. First, we acquire
statistics on the number of name servers involved in each
domain name resolution (not including the root name
servers and the TLD name servers), and the cumulative
distribution of it is plotted in Figure 3. Specifically, about
59.43% of the domain names depend on 2 servers, and

15.38% of them depend on more than 5 servers. -e
number of servers is in the interval [1, 78]. From the
overall distribution, about a quarter of these domains
have complex dependencies. -e configuration of these
domains deserves high attention.

On the other side, some name servers have high degree
value. -ey can provide resolution services for hundreds of
domain names, and most of them are the DNS service pro-
viders, as shown inTable 1.Once these servers are compromised
or down, it may affect a large area of domain names.

As mentioned above, we have demonstrated the overall
resolution dependence of the 1 million domain names. We
found that some domains have an extremely complex de-
pendency relationship and also discovered that some name
servers provide resolution services for hundreds of domain
names. -ese domains and name servers raise our great
concerns.

2.4. Construction of the Resolving Graph for Each Domain
Name. According to the results of name resolution de-
tection, we construct the resolving graph for each domain
name, which reflects the relationship between the domains
and their name servers. In this graph, a domain or a name
server is considered as a node and the resolution dependence
between them is taken as an edge.

Definition 2. Domain name resolving graph can be defined
as two tuples:

Gd � Vd, Ed( , (1)

whereVd is the set of nodes, and any node v ∈Vd in the graph
represents a domain name or a name server. Ed is the edge

Figure 2: DNS response packets as raw data returned by a top-level
server.
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set, and any edge (u, v) ∈Ed representing that the resolution
of domain u depends on the resolution of domain v or relies
on a name server.

Figure 4 shows an example of a resolving graph, from
which we can see many name servers are involved for
mapping a domain name to IP address. -e resolution
relies on the root server, the TLDs, the edu.cn, and its own
name servers. It can be viewed as transitive trust behavior
from the root servers to the name servers. In this paper,
assuming that the root and TLDs are always in normal
condition, we only study the impact of authoritative
name servers on the DNS. -e reason is that the root and
the TLDs are managed by professional Internet organi-
zations or academic institutions, while the relatively loose
management of the name servers is a weak link. It is clear
to see that the resolution of this name “www.edu.cn”
relates to the parent domain “edu.cn”, and it has five name
servers. -ree of them belong to the type of interdomain
dependence. In order to obtain the IP addresses of these
three servers, it needs to restart the resolving of the new
domains.

When a domain name with interdomain dependence
is resolved, many name servers may be involved. Further
analysis of the graph can be made to explore the impact of
domain name resolution on the existing domain name
system at the macrolevel.

3. Name Resolution Network and Its
Core Nodes

Since the above resolution dependence data in Section 2.4 is
more fragmented and complex, it is not conducive to our
macroscopic research on the DNS. Moreover, because of the
influence of interdomain dependence, the correlation be-
tween different domains is particularly complex. A name
server may be used to provide services for different domains.
-erefore, we connect the dependence graphs of 400,000
domain names to form a global directed name resolution
network, represented asNet1. For the sake of clarity, Figure 5
displays an example of a smaller resolution network that
contains 100 domain names.

3.1. Characteristics of the Name Resolution Network. After
Net1 is constructed, we calculate some characteristics of it
for an overall understanding. Details are shown in Table 2,
from which we can see that there are 1,135,448 nodes and
1,811,565 edges in this resolution network. Specifically, a few
nodes have a large number of connections, but most nodes
have few. -is is supported by Figure 6, which is the in-
degree distribution of Net1. A description of the in-degree is
presented in Section 3.2.1.-e in-degree distribution reflects
that Net1 is an extremely heterogeneous network, namely,
the scale-free network. It exhibits robustness against random
failures and vulnerabilities against intentional attacks [7]. In
addition, the proportion of the lonely domains (i.e., the
domain names only with intradomain dependence) is
15.75% of the 40,000 names, which indicates that the re-
solving process of three-quarters of them is related to the
other domains.

3.2. Identifying the Core Nodes of the Name Resolution
Network. Weuse some classic node centralitymeasures and a
method we proposed to mine the core nodes of the network.
-e purpose is to identify the important nodes in the network,
that is, to discover the name servers providing services for a
large number of domain names. Once such a name server
becomes the target of DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service), it
will inevitably result in the resolution failure of many sites.

3.2.1. Classic Node Centrality Measures. Node centrality
measures are a classic tool in complex network analysis to
determine the important nodes, and some of them are
considered in this paper, such as in-degree, closeness, and
Eigenvector centrality. -e following is a brief review of
these complex network properties, with more background
and details in [8].

-e in-degree of a node u in a directed network is the
number of other nodes that point to u. -e closeness of u
reflects the proximity between u and other nodes in the
network. If the shortest distance between u and the other
nodes in the graph is very small, then we think that the
closeness of u is high. -is measure is more geometrically
consistent with the concept of centrality than in-degree
centrality. Because if the average shortest distance between

Table 1: Name servers of high dependence degree.

No. Name servers Number of domains
1 f1g1ns2.dnspod.net 376
2 f1g1ns1.dnspod.net 376
3 dns3.registrar-servers.com 187
4 dns2.registrar-servers.com 187
5 dns1.registrar-servers.com 187
6 dns4.registrar-servers.com 183
7 dns5.registrar-servers.com 181
8 ns2.bluehost.com 171
9 ns1.bluehost.com 171
10 ns0.dnsmadeeasy.com 170
11 ns1.dnsmadeeasy.com 168
12 ns2.dnsmadeeasy.com 161
13 ns11.dnsmadeeasy.com 161
14 ns3.dnsmadeeasy.com 159
15 ns10.dnsmadeeasy.com 159
16 ns12.dnsmadeeasy.com 158
17 ns2.rackspace.com 152
18 ns13.dnsmadeeasy.com 152
19 ns.rackspace.com 150
20 ns4.dnsmadeeasy.com 148
21 ns2.dreamhost.com 144
22 ns1.dreamhost.com 144
23 dns2.stabletransit.com 139
24 dns1.stabletransit.com 139
25 ns3.dreamhost.com 133
26 ns1.dns.ne.jp 132
27 ns2.dns.ne.jp 130
28 ns14.dnsmadeeasy.com 130
29 dns4.name-services.com 130
30 dns3.name-services.com 130
Number of domains represents the number of domains that depend on this
name server to resolve.
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node u and other nodes is the smallest, then u is geometrically
located at the center of the graph. -e Eigenvector centrality
of u has a relative index value, which is based on the following
principle—contribution of connecting high-scoring nodes to
u is more than that of connecting low-scoring nodes. It is the
first of the centrality measures that considered the transitive
importance of a node in a graph [9].

-ese classical node centrality measures can identify the
important nodes of complex networks from different per-
spectives.-emeasures applicable to our resolution network
and their specific experimental results are presented in the
subsequent analysis in Section 4.4.

3.2.2. Node Load Centrality Measures. Based on the reso-
lution network and combining the actual name resolving
process, an algorithm is proposed to quantify the load of
each node. For a domain name u, the load of u reflects the

sum of the dependence of all other nodes on u in their
domain name resolution. -e algorithm starts with domain
name nodes and traverses each other node in the resolving
graph in turn and calculates its value of load.-e initial value
of the load for all domain name nodes is set as 1 and that for
the remaining nodes is set as 0. -e calculation of the load is
an iterative cumulative process.

As shown in the construction of the resolving graph in
Section 2.4, the difference between the types of nodes leads
to diverse relations between adjacent nodes, such as relations
between (1) child domain and parent domain, (2) domain
and name server, and (3) domain name and its alias.
-erefore, the quantitative rules for the three categories are
defined as follows.

(1) Relations between Child Domain and Parent Domain.
As shown in Figure 4, a domain name’s resolution is always
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dependent on its parent domain. When a directed edge
points from a node to its parent domain node, the load of the
parent domain node accumulates the load of its child node.
For a parent domain pu, let ui denote a child domain that
depends on pu, and Loadu denote the load of u. -en, the
load of parent domain pu in the resolution network is

Loadpu � 
i∈N

Loadui
, (2)

where N is the number of child domains that depend on the
parent domain pu.

(2) Relations between Domain and Name Server. A domain
name can deploy multiple authoritative name servers. As

long as one name server provides normal service, the do-
main name can be successfully resolved. In this paper, as-
suming that each name server provides service for its
domain with the same probability, the load of a name server
node is the load of the domain it is deployed divided by the
number of all name servers in that domain. If this name
server is set to an authoritative server by more than one
domain, we accumulate these values as the load of this name
server. -erefore, the load of each name server node in the
resolution network is

Loadns � 
i∈Ndomains

Loaduni

Ni

 , (3)

where ns is a name server node, uni indicates a domain
where ns is deployed, Ni is the number of all name servers in
domain uni, andNdomains is the number of all domains where
ns is deployed.

(3) Relations between Domain Name and its Alias. If a
domain name has a resource record of CNAME type, that is,
an alias, the alias will inherit its load value. Because at this
point the resolution of the domain name has shifted to the
resolution of its alias [5]. Generally, an alias corresponds to
only one domain name, so there is no cumulative calcula-
tion. -e load of alias node in the resolution network is

Loadalias � Loadu, (4)

where alias denotes a domain name u’s CNAME.
Following the above rules, traverse the nodes of the

network and calculate the load for each node. Nodes with
larger load are considered to be the center of the network.
-e results of quantifying the nodes in Figure 4 according to
the above method are shown in Figure 7, which only shows a
single domain name’s dependency relationship, and the
nodes in the graph are marked with load values. Since a
name server can be used to provide services for different
domains, the load of the name server nodes and their parent
domain nodes in the resolution network may be accumu-
lated multiple times. Consequently, by comparing the load
values, some important nodes in the network can be
identified.

Figure 8 presents the top 20 nodes in the network using
the centrality measures listed above. -e more effective
measures in mining the core nodes of the network are
discussed in Section 4.4.

4. Evaluating the Impact of Resolution
Dependence on the DNS

-e global resolution graph is proved to be a scale-free
network, which has strong fault tolerance, but its antiattack
ability is rather poor for the selective attack based on the key
nodes [7]. -e presence of the nodes of high-connectivity
greatly weakens the robustness of the network. A malicious
attacker only needs to select a few nodes of the network to
make the network instantly paralyzed. In the DNS, due to the
interdomain dependence, the failure of an important node
may cause multiple domain names to be unresolved or to

Figure 5: A global dependency graph that contains 100 domain
names. -e nodes of the domain name and its alias are colored by
red, the domain nodes are marked yellow, and the name server
nodes are marked blue.

Table 2: Characteristic parameters of Net1.

Metric Value
Number of nodes 1,135,448
Number of edges 1,811,565
Maximum of degree 6,962
Nodes ratio of the degree 1 35.19%
Average value of degree 3.1909
Average value of clustering 0.00006
Proportion of lonely domains 15.75%
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Figure 6: In-degree distribution of Net1.
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transfer the node’s traffic load to its equivalent other servers,
which is a cascading failure response in this network. In this
paper, we choose to simulate attacks by removing some
nodes in the resolution network to evaluate the impact of
resolution dependence on the DNS.

4.1. Simulation of Attacks on Name Resolution Networks.
On the basis of the name resolution network Net1 con-
structed in Section 3, we simulate the DNS attacks by re-
moving some nodes from the network, which is relatively
simple compared to simulating the DNS of real resolving
process of many domain names. However, it helps us to
verify whether the failure of some core name servers will

affect the resolution of a large number of domain names at
the macrolevel.

In light of different ways of removing nodes, we classify
the attacks into two categories: random attacks and core
attacks. -e random attacks are to select random nodes to
remove from Net1; the core attacks is to remove the core
nodes according to the metrics obtained from the node
centrality measures, including the in-degree, closeness, ei-
genvector, and node load centrality.

After removing the nodes in the network according to
certain rules, we evaluate the network status before and after
attacks. One of the intuitive and effective indicators used for
the evaluation is the name resolution failure rate, which is
detailed in Section 4.2. Another indicator is the delay of DNS
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name resolution, however, which is not adopted in our
evaluations. Because Net1 is a global resolution dependency
graph of 400,000 domain names and the actual domain
name resolving process does not been emulated, this in-
dicator cannot be obtained from our simulation. In addition,
the failure of some server nodes not only causes the related
domain name to become unresolvable but also transfers the
resolution workload to their equivalent other name servers,
which is the cascading failure in this network. Furthermore,
we propose an evaluation method of load transfer based on
the idea of cascading failure of complex networks, which is
described in Section 4.3.

4.2. Resolution Failure Rate Assessment. As the role of the
DNS is to provide users with resolution services, the
resolution failure rate can be the most intuitive measure
of service quality. Consequently, we propose a method to
compute the resolution failure rate under attacks from
the perspective of static influence. More specifically, after
having removed some nodes from the resolution net-
work, we calculate the number of the domain names
which become unresolvable and then compute the res-
olution failure rate. -e quantization method is shown in
the following formula:

E1Destruction_Set �
NFailure_Name

NAll
, (5)

where Destruction_Set is the set of nodes to be removed
from the network, E1Destruction_Set is the resolution failure
rate caused by the Destruction_Set removed from the
network, NFailure_Name is the number of domain names
that fail to be resolved due to the attack, and NAll is the

number of all the domain names in the network to be
assessed.

4.3. Load Transfer Assessment. In many real-world
networks, one or several nodes’ failures can cause other
nodes to fail through the coupling relationship between
nodes, which is called cascading failure. In the name res-
olution network, there are many combinations of name
servers served for resolving a name; that is, the failure of
some name servers may not affect the normal resolution of
the domain name, but it can aggravate the load of the
remaining name servers of the domain name. Accordingly, it
is necessary to study the dynamic influence assessment for
cascading failure. Here, the changes of load of the overall
network before and after attacks are monitored. -e cal-
culation of the load has been described in detail in Section
3.2.2. -e dynamic impact based on load transfer is as
follows:

(1) For each domain name, calculate the average load of
all name server nodes that each domain name de-
pends on

Loaddomain �
1

Nserver


i∈Nserver

Loadserveri
, (6)

where Loaddomain represents the average load of a
domain name, Nserver represents the number of servers
owned by a domain name, and Loadserveri

represents the
load of a name server i.
-en, compute the average load for all domain names
of the network. -e load of the network is shown in the
following formula:
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Figure 8: -e top 20 nodes of the domain name resolution network, which is mined by measure of in-degree, closeness, eigenvector, and
node load centrality.
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Loadnet �
1

Ndomain


j∈Ndomain

Loaddomainj
, (7)

where Loadnet represents the average load of a res-
olution network, Ndomain represents the number of
domain names in the network, and Loaddomianj

represents the load of a domain name j.
(2) Remove some nodes based on rules, so some domain

names become unresolvable and then recalculate the
average load in the residual network.

(3) For each attack, compute the change rate of load for
the overall network before and after attacks:

E2Destruction_Set �
Loadresidual_net

Loadnet
, (8)

where E2Destruction_Set is the change rate of load caused
by the Destruction_Set removed from the network,
Loadnet represents the load of a resolution network
before attacks, and Loadresidual_net represents the load of
a resolution network after attacks.
-us, we get the specific value of the load change, which
is used to represent the degree of cascading effect.

4.4. Experiment and Results. Our experiment is based on the
domain name resolution network Net1 established in Section
3. -e DNS attacks are emulated by removing certain nodes
from the network. Two strategies of the random and core
attacks are simulated to study how the name dependence
impacts the DNS. -e proportion of nodes in the network
being attacked is set to 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, etc. -e
statistical results and the analysis of them are shown below.

4.4.1. Analysis of the Resolution Failure Rate Assessment.
-e statistical results of the resolution failure rate assessment
are displayed in Figure 9, which shows the resolution failure
rate of five attacks modes in certain attack proportions. -e
ordinate represents the resolution failure rate. -e abscissa
shows the proportion of nodes in the network being
attacked. -e following conclusions can be drawn from the
results:

(1) In the random mode, only 0.01% of domain names
fail to be resolved when the attack scale is 1%, and
3.31% fail to be resolved when the scale is 20%. -e
failure rate is significantly lower than that of other
core attacks, indicating that most domain names
have multiple resolution paths. -erefore, random
small-scale failure does not have a major impact on
the DNS.

(2) In the four centrality measures of the core attacks,
the effect of in-degree is the best. When the attack
scale is 1% by removing the nodes with high in-
degree value, 46.19% of the domain names become
unresolved. -is shows that if a small number of
these core nodes are attacked, there will remain a
significant impact on the DNS. In addition, the

centrality measure of node load proposed in our
paper can also better identify the important nodes in
the network when the attack scale is above 10%, but
in the smaller scale node attacks, it is not as effective
as in-degree. Moreover, the closeness and eigen-
vector centrality are less effective in mining the core
nodes of the network than the previous two types.

4.4.2. Analysis of the Load Transfer Assessment. Figure 10
shows the statistical results of the load transfer assessment.
-e ordinate indicates the change rate of load after attacks,
and the abscissa shows the proportion of nodes in the
network being attacked. -e following conclusions can be
drawn from the analysis of the results:

(1) -e results show that when the top 1% nodes (with
metric of in-degree centrality) are removed, the load
of the network increases by nearly 195%, while the
load of the random mode increases by only 18%
under the same attack scale. It can be seen that at-
tacks on core nodes will not only cause a large
number of domain names to be unresolved but also
produce excessive load to other name servers. For
these key nodes, effective security measures should
be taken to protect them; on the other hand, the
workload can be appropriately dispersed to other
nodes to avoid the single point failure problems.

(2) In the simulation of core attacks, the effect of in-
degree centrality is the best, followed by the load
centrality. -is is similar to the test results of the
resolution failure rate assessment. So, these two
measures can be used to identify the core of the
resolution network. However, the closeness cen-
trality does not work well in mining core nodes of the
name resolution network.

4.4.3. Further Validation. Since all these conclusions need
further validation, another set of 200,000 domain names
were selected from the 1 million domain names surveyed to
form a resolution network, represented as Net2. -e domain
name sets of net1 and net2 are independent, respectively,
and have no intersection. -e comparison of characteristic
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Figure 9: Statistical results of the resolution rate assessment in
Net1.
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parameters of Net1 and Net2 is shown in Figure 11, and the
in-degree distribution of Net2 is displayed in Figure 12,
showing a few nodes have a large number of connections.
-is reflects that Net2 is also a scale-free network, which
exhibits robustness against random failures and vulnera-
bilities against intentional attacks. We use the in-degree
centrality and the load centrality measures that present good
performance to mine the core nodes, simulate random at-
tacks and core attacks, and utilize the resolution failure rate
to evaluate the impact on the network.

-e specific results are shown in Figures 13 and 14,
from which we can see that the experimental results are
consistent with the conclusions ofNet1. -e detailed results
of resolution failure rate assessment are as follows: (1) In
the random mode, only 0.01% of domain names fail to be
resolved when the attack scale is 1% and 4.44% fail to be
resolved when the scale is 20%. (2) In the core mode, when
the attack scale is 1% by removing the nodes with high in-
degree value, 62.93% of the domain names become un-
resolved and 8 5.38% fail to be resolved when the scale is
20%. -is shows that if core nodes are attacked, there will
remain a significant impact on the network, but random
small-scale failure does not have a significant impact. -e
results of the load transfer assessment in Net2 also verified
the conclusion.

5. Related Work

-e security and availability of the DNS have become a
common concern. -e current studies in this field mainly

focused on data flow anomaly detection [10–12], DNS
amplification attacks [13, 14], DNS servers availability
measurement [15, 16], cache poisoning detection [18],
DNSSEC security protocols [17–20], and Botnet tracking
combined with DNS [21, 22]. Ramasubramanian and Sirer
[23] first proposed the concept of DNS dependence, which
can lead to a highly insecure naming system. Casey Deccio
[24, 25] proposed a DNS dependence model, which featured
a probabilistic method to quantify the influence of the
domain name in the trusted computing base and used a
numerical value from 0 to 1 to quantify the influence degree.
Fujiwara et al. [26] took the lead to measure DNS traffic
increases due to interdomain dependence, with a result of
60% of DNS traffic involved out-bailiwick name servers,
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which increased the resolution delay by about 47% in the
actual measurement of the DNS traffic and delay. In sum-
mary, DNS interdependent behavior has drawn the attention
of researchers in recent years. However, less research has
focused on the extent to which name dependence affects
DNS.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the actual impact of the
resolution dependence on the DNS, investigated the de-
pendence relationship of 1 million domain names, and
found that 86.14% of the domain names are dependent on
name servers which are not in their own authorization
domain (we do not consider the case of top-level domain
and the root domain here). -en, a resolution dependency
graph of each domain name has been constructed based on
the data we explored. Due to the influence of interdomain
dependence, there may be correlations between these
graphs.-erefore, based on the graphs of 400,000 domains, a
global domain name resolution network has been estab-
lished to analyze the problem of vulnerability. From an
overall perspective, this network is a scale-free network,
which exhibits robustness against random failures and
vulnerabilities against intentional attacks. -is is verified by
our simulation of random attacks and core attacks. -e
resolution failure rate assessment has also been utilized to
compute the resolution failure rate, and the load transfer
assessment has been employed to calculate the change rate of

the load after attacks. -e experimental results show that
when the key nodes of the first 1% are removed, 46.19% of
the domain names become unresolved, and the average load
of the residual nodes will increase by nearly 195%, while only
0.01% of domain names fail to be resolved and about 18% of
load increase on the same attack scale of the random mode.
Moreover, another set of 200,000 domain names were se-
lected from the 1 million domain names to do the same
experiment and further evidence the conclusion.

In addition, the classic node centrality measures of the
complex network have been introduced and a new method
has been proposed to mine the core nodes of the resolution
network. In the experiment of simulating the core attack, the
effect of these measures is also tested.

-ese findings provide new references for the configu-
ration of the DNS. DNS administrators should take effective
security measures to prevent the core nodes from being
attacked. From the macro, it can help to find out weakness
and problems in the design of the current domain name
system.
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